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Resumo

Tema: alfabetização e reabilitação dos distúrbios de leitura e escrita por metodologia fono-víssuo-articulatória (Método das Boquinhas – JARDINI, 1997). Esta metodologia de aprendizagem alia inputs neuropsicológicos, como os sons/fonemas, às letras/grafemas, às boquinhas/articulemas. Objetivo: alfabetizar e/ou reabilitar crianças que apresentavam distúrbios na leitura e escrita, de etiologia variada, com resultados consistentes a curto prazo, num trabalho de parceria entre fonoaudiólogo e psicopedagogo. Método: participaram deste estudo 30 crianças, com diagnósticos de dislexia, TDHA, atraso cognitivo leve, atenção, concentração e confiança para aprender. O que avaliaram foi a capacidade para aprendizado. Os resultados destacaram a metodologia fono-visual-articulatória como a melhor para aprendizagem.
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Introduction

During our course in speech and hearing clinics we have beheld some schools failed with their children regards reading and writing disorders, whom by feeling desencouraged let their fathers and teachers misbelieve their real capacities. Speech and hearing is a relative new science, but with a large background, since it deals with language and communication, including reading and writing.

One hand, reading and writing is a toll which offers to its users a major power and may lead the human being to happiness, success and prosperousness. On the other hand, it may cause discrimination, impairment and shame, in such cases when we confront the reality of numerous functional-literate children and of inside-school-exclude children, who attend advanced school levels, but apart from their names, are incapable to spontaneous reading and writing. Nowadays we may face more inside than outside exclusion. Every one may attend the educational system, with their own history and accidental course and along with few chances to get somewhere, in reason to their own educators, who start from no point that leads to significant place (Fernandez, 2001).

Psychopedagogy science, by it turns, attempts to find its identity, based on the necessity of absorbing and comprehending the teaching/learning process, in order to prevent and rehabilitate educational disorders and to give the human being, as the history author, more credibility. And from this circumvention, it comes the necessity of "socialising" speech and hearing science and leagues it to psychopedagogy, basing on both sciences complete justify and transform each other, hence this acquaintanceship may offer new manners of teaching and learning the literacy process (Jardini, 2004 a, b). The conception of "Méthodo das Boquinhas" (little-mouths method) (Jardini e Vergara, 1997; Jardini, 2003a; b), conjoined with pedagogue and psychopedagogue corroborates our intention that by the integrated work of the both areas we may get a successful intervention in a short time, which will emerge children's/client's credibility and self-assurance.

According to Collares and Moyses (1992), the use of the expression "learning disorder" has widespread among teachers, in defiance of most educators not always clarifies the meaning of this expressions nor the criteria involved to its use on educational setting. The authors explain the use of "learning disorders" in educational setting as either the reflex of the pathological process of learning or the biologization of the social issues. Tannús and Fellipe (2002) point that teacher's view is back to children's disorder and their cultural background, by analysing 322 children, out of 1393, who present some educational difficulty. The same suggest Ciasca and Rossini (2000), who affirms that it is growing larger the number of (even) pre-school and primary school children complaining of failing on educational development refering to neurology sectio.

It is requirement the educator undoes his prejudice with regards to the "problematic-student", and sets out him as a person with learning-opportunity, as some one who provides means to contribute and promote children's and parents' thinking evolution. As affirms Franchi (1992) it is assumed that writing language connects all the significant constitutive and constituted process by and to the subjects, granting them the toll to socialise, to adapt and to organise themselves. Thus, habilitate and rehabilitate the unlearned subject is the better choice to restitute his self domain and significance as a learning and thoughtful human being.

Among the usual definition, on one hand, the term "learning-difficulty" is related to psychopedagogue and/or socio-cultural problems. It means that the issue is not only centred on the student, it also includes a more prevailing view, including the delays on educational development by either a lack of interest, a methodological inadequacy or a change on school demandatory pattern. On the other hand, the terms "disorder" and "deficit" are more associated to the student intrinsic problems, suggesting the presence of neurological issues, and are often used in clinical or rehabilitation setting.

In conclusion, when we encounter a child that has presenting some difficulties to learning, it is important to acutely examine the stimulation offered to this child pertaining to quantity, qualitative, accessibility and motivation, exclusivity and unconditionally, which may contribute to the diagnosis and the therapeutic strategy.

The speech and hearing therapist is adhered to be the right professional to deal with learning disorders, who may act together with others professional, such as the psychopedagogue as previously mention. Specifically regarding learning difficulties, which do not involve language acquisition and development disorders, the child
may be referred to the psychopedagogue (Jardini, 2004 a, b) or may be attended in the classroom (Tannús and Felippe, 2002; Fraga, 2001). This fact may acquaint us that the school may not be prepared to deal with children who do not fit the "normal" learning-pattern. It is the responsibility of the speech and hearing professional to abet in capacitating educators to successfully promote reading and writing acquisition, returning the educator's functions and the education mission. Based on the assertive above, the little-mouths method (Método das Boquinhas) was developed.

The aim of this study was to support the intervention program designed by the Método das boquinhas (little mouth method), developed in conjunction with speech and hearing and psychopedagogy science, by using the scientific research, in order to alphabetise/literate and rehabilitate reading and writing disorders, presented in children with different aetiologies.

Theoretical bases to Método das Boquinhas (Little - mouths Method)

Multisensorial phono-visuo-articulatory bases supports the method conception and development, toward providing a better and more efficient educational performance, since children is simultaneously submitted to several neurossensorial inputs, and leaning major cerebral areas to be stimulated.

We have chosen the speech and its sounds as the start point to letters (graphemes) acquisition, as directed by the phonic method, directly dealing with phonological analysis ability (Dominguez, 1994; Cielo, 2002) and phonological awareness (Capovilla and Capovilla, 2002; Santos and Navas, 2002), in addition to the articulatory awareness. It means the articulatory point of each letter is isolated produced (articulemes, or "little- mouths"), and based on the phonological-articulatory principles -FAR-, which ascribes the phonetical-phonological unit, par excellence, the articulatory gesture (Browman and Goldstein, 1986; Albano, 2001).

As pointed by Souza (2005) phonological awareness is the ability to explicit reflect about the word sound structure, manipulating its components (Carvalho e Alvarez, 2000), meanwhile phonemic awareness is the ability to reflect about the phonemes. Phonological awareness independent on the word meaning, as write Stackhouse et al. (2002). Conversely, syntactic and semantic and pragmatic ability, meaning, linguistic awareness or metalinguistic, and metacognitive abilities, are related to Piaget's concrete-operatory period, developed during the school years, outgrown from specific activities (Yavas and Haase, 1988).

In a recent research with scholars from 1st degree of fundamental school, Souza (2005), corroborating Hulme et al (2002), implies phonological awareness as the best predictor for reading and writing acquisition, and may be practised during alphabetisation, since it not spontaneously acquired by children. Vieira et al (2004) believe that the expected age to complete phonological system learning is about five years old and may be extended to maximum of six. Lazarotto and Cielo (2002); Cielo (2003); Cavalcante and Mendes (2003) and Souza (2005) observe and affirm that supraphonemic ability, such as syllable detection, preceded and succeed phonemic abilities.

Cielo (2002) states in her studies that phonemic detection does not include the complete phonemic awareness, inasmuch as little children, even when do not master the alphabetic code, present mild features of phonological awareness. Roth and Baden (2001) affirm that around three and four years old, children seems to master rhymes and alliterations, which are required to reading and writing acquisition.
As declares Massi and Berberiam (2005) it is assumed that reading and writing are not the same as decoding and coding groups of graphemes. Decoding confines the mechanical act of naming and identifying letters and grouping them into words and sentences, meanwhile comprehension represents a reflection act in which objects, world and people are recognised and made. This statement illustrates the little-mouths method propose, which does no disqualify the comprehension and the reflection about writing language, but supports and assures the metalinguistic occurrence. In other words, it promotes the coding and decoding, which is believed to be the inherent and anterior process to the significant use of reading and writing and not advocate language fragment or disconnection from its ideological content, corroborating Massi and berberiuam (2005).

For reading it is primary to decode and to extract the meaning, however, firstly it is necessary to learn the correspondence between the speech sounds and its graphemes (Andreazza-Balestrin and Cielo, 2003), considering that the statement are heard by a unit (Cielo, 1998). In order to children realise the relation between grapheme and phoneme, in alphabetical code, it is necessary mastering the phonological awareness ability (Cielo, 1998; Zorzi, 2000).

Method

This research was developed at Espaço Pedagógico Fonoaudiológico, a private institution for learning disorders, located in the countryside of the state of São Paulo, and supported by teachers from private and public schools, and by children and parents who participated on this research. The research project was accepted and approved by the pedagogical co-ordinators and submitted and approved by the Ethic Committee of the Universidade Estadual de Campinas/Unicamp, protocol 360/2004. Both the school co-ordinator and parents signed the term of free consent, as resolution 196/96 by Comissão Nacional de Ética em Pesquisa (CONEP Ethic Committee) (Brazil, 1996).

Thirty children from 7 to 10 years old, 18 male and 12 female, participated on this study. Children were classified according to their reading and writing acquisition level and attending preschool and 1st e 2nd degree of primary school. In addition, children's parent and teachers fill the questionnaires about children's performance.

All children selected to this study presented writing and reading acquisition and/or development delay.

Criteria for inclusion included more than 5 months difficulties to follow the educational content and school failed, in addition to a evaluation, applied by both speech therapist and psychopedagogue, classifying the children with a educational performance under the expected for their age.

Children presented different aetiology for reading and writing disorders. Ten children presented mild or borderline mental disorder, 14 dyslexia, 8 deficit of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (TDHA), 3 psychoses. In several instances, children showed co-morbidity among the cases. A disciplinary team diagnosed (speech and hearing therapist, psychopedagogue, neurologist, psychiatric and familiar therapist,) children according to their specificity.

Children were individually evaluated according to their level of reading and writing acquisition and to their language functional system, provided by speech and therapist and pedagogue. There were equally distributed in three pre intervention groups. Level I: pre syllabically or initial syllabic, attending pre-school and comprising 6 failed children with no vowel domain; level II, final syllabic and syllabic-alphabetical stage, with children present a rudimental reading level; level III, alphabetical and literate children with severe and alphabetical with severe misspelling and text miscomprehension. Children's distribution was according to their performance, independent on their age and diagnosis, in order to provide a better intervention program.

The intervention program followed "Little mouth method" Método das Boquinhas and included 60 minute twice a week session with the speech pathologist and the pedagogue. Teachers continued with their regular classes, keeping the educational curricula. Once a week teachers get together to discuss and plan the activities. Once a month the parents and the school members were invited to participate to the orientation program, toward participating the process.

The evaluation method for each study phase (T0, T1, T2), included parents (annex 1) and teachers
Teachers evaluated: children’s interest in learning; attention/concentration in classroom; word reading; text reading, simple text interpretation, word dictation and copy. Parents’ evaluation comprised: children’s independence during homework, spontaneous reading of adds and labels, self-steam to learn; academic development and parent’s confidence about their children.

Results

The questionnaires answered by the parents (5 questions) and by the teachers (7 questions), contained multiple choice answers with 5 alternatives each, with a growing degree of benefit. The incapable degree (without capacity to perform what was asked) was considered when the answers were in the first and second alternatives. Intermediate degree (with medium capacity to perform what was asked) was considered when the answers were in the two second alternatives. And capable degree (capable of performing what was asked), when the answers were in the last alternative.

The questionnaire results were described in tables from 1 to 6 and illustrated in graphs from 1 to 6. They were not analysed separately by group in this study, but as a whole, once the purposes of the study did not distinguish the improvement of the Boquinhas Método (little mouth method) according to pathologies or different learning degrees.

The statistical analysis of the results used the non-parametric test of Smirnorf-Kolmogorov for a sample, and each question was analysed individually, compared in T0, T1 and T2 for the 30 participants. The analysis of all questions obtained p<0.01, with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) and n=30.
It is observed that in T0, that is, in the beginning of the treatment, the parents and the teachers judged the children as incapable, becoming capable in T2, that is, after 6 months of intervention. In T1, after 3 months of intervention some children had already gotten the capable concept, although there were some incapable answers, reflecting that in this interval the child is still in a transition phase, that is intermediate for the acquisition of the proposed content, only elaborating learning hypothesis.

**Discussion**

The speech-language science has the function of rehabilitate and prevent reading and writing disorders and difficulties, as described in its ethics code (Law 6965/81, version 2004), using methodologies and techniques that promote controllable results and possible to be evaluated considering the social dimensions of each subject. And, using this intervention consciously and efficiently, as well as helping the teachers’ capacitating for this ability to be promoted, collaborate for our children’s education where language has its role as support for learning.

The intervention described here by the Boquinhas method is not just a mechanical technique that dissociates the possibility of understanding and reflecting about writing as a language and its meanings from the child, nor it describes an homogeneous and fragmented action of language, as stress Massi and Berberian (2005); contrarily, it enables the child to face linguistic challenges just as well as the other students; once having actually learned to read it is possible to use the reading and writing safely and efficiently in a reflexive and contexted way. It is believed, as stresses Flóres (1994), which the metalinguistic abilities present individual variations attributed to different and particular metalinguistic experiences of the child, as well as to endogenous differences.

The proposal used as rehabilitation in this article agrees with Souza’s (2005) findings, who defends the real necessity to encourage programs that implement the stimulation of the phonological and phonemic awareness abilities in the pre-school as a preponderant factor in the reading and writing learning, skills that are not spontaneously acquired by most of the children. For some children, the phonological information processing occurs

**TABLE 5. Parents’ answers in T1, n=30 children, p<0.01, $\alpha = 0.05$.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perguntas</th>
<th>Incapaz</th>
<th>Intermediário</th>
<th>Capaz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 6. Parents’ answers in T2, n=30 children, p<0.01, $\alpha = 0.05$.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perguntas</th>
<th>Incapaz</th>
<th>Intermediário</th>
<th>Capaz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRAPH 1. Teachers’ questionnaire – incapable answer.**

**GRAPH 2. Teachers’ questionnaire – intermediate answer.**
differently than expected (Vieira et al., 2004), presenting a phonological deviance characterised by disorganisation, non-adaptation or abnormality in the child’s sound system in relation to the standard system of his linguistic community, without any organic component (Grunwell, 1990). This deviance is a dissociation of the expected, and not a disorder or a disturbance.

There is a correlation between the alphabetisation and the phonological awareness and these abilities develop in parallel (Morales et al., 2002). This proposal agrees with Capovilla and Capovilla (2002) who stress the importance of the alphabetisation learning from phonic units, since in the Portuguese language the most salient unit is the phoneme, and disagrees from the educational orientation offered by the pedagogical proposal of the Education Ministry - PCN - Portuguese language, which recommends the use of the alphabetisation global method.

Massi and Berberian (2005) report that the basic linguistic unit for the mastery of the reading and writing process is the discourse in its social and textual materiality, and not the syllable, word or sentence. It is believed that this should be applied to the mastery of reading and writing, which means the conscious use that is made of it, but maybe it does not apply to its acquisition, that is, to the alphabetisation, that is defended by the phonemic/articulatory work that the Method proposes.

From the children’s failure, it has been emerging a necessity of thinking a new pedagogical proposal worried with the cognition, with a greater emphasis in the last few years. However, the comprehension of its fundaments and, above all, of the pedagogical consequences of its implications is yet very poor among the educators. The natural outcome of this lack of knowledge are serious theoretical interpretation and practical application mistakes (Rosa, 1996). Thus, very often we see references to the Piaget method, to the Emília Ferreiro method, to constructivist method that, in essence, are inappropriate interpretations regarding how to teach instead of how to learn.

Methods are teaching steps and cannot be confused with learning processes (Rosa, 1996). By definition, the methods (meta= to and odo= way) propose ways to get to a certain end, that is what...
Annex 1

Teachers' questionnaires

1. Interest in learning:
   0. Refuses to learn.
   1. Tries to learn but do not correspond what is demanded.
   2. Participates the activity when is requested, but fail under pressure.
   3. Participates the activity when is requested, and correspond to.
   4. Shows interest to what is offered and participates the activity adding examples.

2. Attention paid/concentration in classroom:
   0. Does not concentrate all the time and does not do the tasks.
   1. Easily unfocus and only starts the task under pressure
   2. Does the task when it is demanded, but makes mistakes.
   3. Does the task when it is demanded, and succeeds.
   4. Spontaneously pays attention to the tasks, and does it completely.

3. Word reading:
   0. Does not read.
   1. Tries to read, but makes mistakes, which jeopardises text comprehension.
   2. Reads a word making mistakes, but comprehend text meaning.
3. Correctly reads words, but with syllabic segmentation, losing speech rate.
4. Correctly reads words, as fast as his/her peers do.

4. Simple text reading:
0. Does not read.
1. Tries to read, but makes mistakes, which jeopardises text comprehension.
2. Reads words making mistakes, but comprehends text meaning.
3. Correctly reads words, but with syllabic segmentation, losing speech rate.
4. Correctly reads words, as fast as his/her peers do.

5. Simple text interpretation:
0. Does not answer the text questions or just copies parts of the text.
1. Random answer text questions without understand it.
2. Answers text questions using poor structured sentences jeopardising the meaning.
3. Answers the text question making mistakes, but correctly.
4. Correctly and clearly answer the text with no mistakes.

Annex 2.

Parent's questionnaire.

1. Homework task independence:
0. Refuses to do it.
1. Does it with parent's presence and guidance.
2. Does it with parent's reading explanation.
3. Does it by him/herself, but with parent's homework correction.
4. Does it by him/herself.

2. Label, add, magazine and book spontaneous reading:
0. Does not pay attention in written material.
1. Tries to read whenever it is demanded but does not comprehend its meaning.
2. Tries to read whenever it is demanded, with mistakes, but comprehend its meaning.
3. Correctly reads but only it demanded.
4. Spontaneously and correctly reads and makes some comments.

3. Self-steam for learning:
0. Refuses to learn fells incapable.
1. Tries to learn but gives it up with the first mistakes.
2. Asks for help, but feel bad about the mistakes.
3. Shows his/hers school activities, but making keeping on basic.
4. Accepts challenges, accepting his/her mistakes and positively correcting them.

4. School performance according to parents:
0. Does not follow the class, needs specific treatment.
1. Tries to follow the class, but with friends and teacher's guidance.
2. Follows that class but needs additional assistance.
3. Follows that class but needs additional assistance during term tests.
4. Has a grade as good as or better than his/her peers do.

5. Parent's credibility to his/her son/daughter learning potential:
0. Will fail.
1. Will learn only with parental and professional guidance.
2. Makes effort to learning but needs assistance during term test.
3. Tends to pass but giving up under pressure.
4. Spontaneously uses his/her potential to learn and succeed expectations.
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